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DOCUbox

Channel
description

DOCUBOX is a truly dedicated
documentary channel that brings a
stunning selection of extraordinary
stories crafted by life itself.

• WILDLIFE • PEOPLE AND CULTURE
• BIOGRAPHY • technology • HISTORY •
TRAVEL • SCIENCE AND ENVIRONMENT
NATURE • CURRENT AFFAIRS
Available in HD format.

spiintl . com

DOCUbox

Channel
programmıng

A rich collection of fascinating
documentary and factual series
that explores all the different cultures,
beauties and wonders of our world.

Channel library
Over 1250 hours of
programming and over
250 hours of new
programs a year.
MAJOR DISTRIBUTORS:
Arte, Terranoa, Ampersand, Canal
13, French Television, Canamedia,
Ananda, Storyteller, Earth Touch,
Fusion TV, LGI Media
spiintl . com

DOCUbox

WILDLIFE
WILDLIFE

DESTINATION WILDERNESS
Embark on five thrilling
adventures into the wild and explore
the most extraordinary landscapes as
you are led though water, ice, rocks
and fire alongside expedition
leader and great undersea explorer
Francis Le Guen and his team.

spiintl . com
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wildlife
WILDLIFE

ANIMAL STRATEGIES
Animals had to develop behaviours
and techniques in order to address
vital requirements such as nutrition,
reproduction, raising the young,
protection and, more generally,
adaptation to a sometimes
hostile environment.
ANIMAL STRATEGIES shows us how
primates, antelopes, small animals,
big predators and even some birds
live, cope, survive and interact in
the wild theatre that is their world.

spiintl . com
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People
& Culture

People
& Culture
STREET FOOTBALL IN MY
COUNTRY

Street Football is a worldwide phenomenon
that can be played by anyone, no matter their age,
their gender or where they come from. It can be played
anywhere, no need for a stadium, white lines, green
grasses or even shoes! In each episode of these series
we take you to an emerging country where Football
has become a way of helping children and
bringing hope by life changing their habits.
Discover the attaching portraits of these
children that might one day become
some of the greatest players in
the world just like before them
C. Ronaldo, Messi, Neymar
and so many others.

spiintl . com
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BIOGRAPHY

BIOGRAPHY
LAGERFELD:
THE KAISER OF FASHION

A biography of the controversial fashion
savant, creator of extraordinary fashion
show sets, renowned photographer,
and author of breathtaking books.
Lagerfeld is the quintessential
renaissance man.

spiintl . com
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SCIENCE
& technology

scıence & technology
ON THE YETI TRAIL

For the first time in over a century, the
sometimes far-fetched Yeti legends and
personal accounts have become the subject
of state-of-the-art scientific studies. Several
teams throughout the world, in Denmark,
England, the US and Russia are carrying out
a merciless competition to be the first to
publish the revolutionary results – proof that
another hominid, with very ancient roots,
shares our existence. Does the Yeti really
exist? Our film sets out to meet the teams
involved in this strange race across the world,
and features laboratories, hair analysis,
footprints and DNA as well as the search for
samples in Indonesia and in Canadian nature
reserves. A fascinating and thorough film,
featuring, amongst others, French Collège de
France paleoanthropologist Pascal Picq.

spiintl . com
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SCIENCE
& technology

scıence & technology

ALIEN LIFE AND WHERE TO FIND IT
ALIEN LIFE is a cutting edge scientific
documentary uncovering the latest
developments in astro-biological research
which leads to the first ever CGI creation of
what alien life looks like. Every day scientists
discover more and more about life, not only
outside of our planet but on it as well. Using
this new research astro-biologists are able to
deduce not only where life may be found but
also, what it will look like. This documentary
walks through the process for discovering
planets across the universe and how
uncovering new information leads to greater
understanding of life, not only Earth but on
other planets too. For the first time ever this
research has been used to digitally create a
lifelike representation of alien life.

spiintl . com
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TRAVEL
TRAVEL

OUTTA TOWN ADVENTURES
Out of Town Adventures travels both near
and far to discover the best adventures
the destinations have to offer. Season 1
visits attractions from California to Rwanda,
Switzerland, Iceland, Utah, Zambia, Mexico,
The Grand Canyon, Georgia, (the Eastern
European one!) Louisiana, Hawaii, Mauritius
and Seychelles. This TV series is dedicated to
presenting history, culture and geography in a
fun and positive way. It encourages people to
explore this beautiful world - something that
starts with simply getting out of town!

spiintl . com
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TRAVEL
TRAVEL

TRAVEL QUEST
Bill Ball breaks the rules and stereo
types of travel shows as he ventures
beyond the highlights. What do you
do after you’ve lead groups to over
140 countries and all 7 continents?
Welcome to Bill’s bucket list on
steroids... Travel Quest This new, fastpaced series chases Bill around the
globe as he seeks out anything but the
mundane and ordinary—coming faceto-face with the largest crocodiles in
the world, snorkeling with thousands
of jellyfish, walking on the rim of an
exploding volcano, feeding a group of
sharks without a cage, bicycling across
the Serengeti... this is not your typical
travel show!

spiintl . com
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nature
nature

THE MAN WHO SKIED DOWN
EVEREST
This Oscar-winning documentary tells
the story behind Japanese daredevil
Yuichiro Miura’s 1970 effort to ski down
the world’s tallest mountain. Miura’s trek
to the top of Everest provides much of
the film’s drama, as several members
of his climbing team die in the process.
The arduous trek gives way to footage of
Miura’s stunning descent, which requires
him to use a parachute to control his
speed. The action is supplemented by
passages from the journal Miura kept
during the adventure.

spiintl . com
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CURRENT
AFFAIRS

CURRENT AFFAIRS
DEPLETED URANIUM

A VERY PRESENTABLE KILLER
More than 50 countries now possess
weapons based on depleted uranium (DU).
Experimentation has been rife, and the
consequences for civilians and the military
alike have been dramatic. This investigation
compares and contrasts the arguments of
those who defend and attack a technology
that is highly toxic. For 20 years, scientists,
doctors, veterans and activists have
denounced the use of DU. Against them
are the arms industry lobbyists and nuclear
authorities who continue to minimise
the risks. Through archive documents,
interviews and in situ investigations,
accompanied by key witnesses (victims,
experts...) we aim to present a clearer
picture of the issues and stakes linked to
the use of DU. Quick-paced, with a sense of
urgency, the film underlines the essential
background and conflicting viewpoints,
enabling viewers to make up their own
minds about a subject that concerns us all.
spiintl . com
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hıstory
HISTORY

TRAFALGAR
The greatest navel battle in history, entirely
recreated in computer-generated images
: a grandiose documentary spectacle that
takes us as close to historical reality as
possible. Thanks to a technological process
blending real settings, costumed actors
and virtual images, this absolutely unique
docufiction relates the Battle of Trafalgar,
which brought together 60 ships, 35 000
men and more than 5 000 cannon. A
legendary epic, recounted by the author of
the French defeat, Admiral Villeneuce, with
light shed by international experts. Award
of the Research & Innovation Section at the
2007 HD Film Festival (Paris, France).

spiintl . com
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envıronment

envıronment
BIOTIFUL PLANET

A nine-part series on the treasures of France’s
overseas territories. The French overseas
territories are a treasure trove of biodiversity.
In a total surface area ten times smaller than
France itself, we find more endemic species than
in all of Europe. The question is for how much
longer ? The extraordinary natural richness of
these territories is nevertheless extremely fragile.
Our anchors invite us along on a biological
treasure hunt that’s also an opportunity to take
stock of the situation. It’s one adventure and
surprise after another as we meet the men and
women fighting out in the field for biodiversity
conservation: leatherback turtle observation,
whale-watching, protecting the coral reefs and
tropical forests by setting up natural reserves…
Episodes: Madagascar, Mozambique, French
Polynesia, the Indian ocean, French, Guyana,
Congo, St Pierre et Miquelon, New Caledonia,
West Indies.

spiintl . com
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DocuBox is available
anytime & anywhere
DTH, Cable, IPTV, DTT, Connected/Smart TV
and Mobile + Catch Up,
Replay and VOD rights

Watch it

on the FilmBox Live app!

available platforms

spiintl . com

REGIONAL SALES
CONTACTS
and offices
AFRICA

BULGARIA

Georgina Twiss
Mobile: +39 334 689 12 47
georgina.twiss@spiintl.com

Cherni vrah str. 40, 5th floor.
VARNA 9000
Hristo Panteleev
+359 88 967 3161
hristo.panteleev@spiintl.com

ASIA PACIFIC
Murat Muratoglu
+90 532 314 1457
murat.muratoglu@spiintl.com

CZECH REPUBLIC

ARGENTINA, PARAGUAY,
URUGUAY

SLOVAKIA

Pablo Zehle
+52 1 55 4345 8494
pablo.zehle@spiintl.comzehle@
spiintl.com

BALKAN COUNTRIES
Nevena Stojičić
Koste Novakovića 19a, 11050
Zvezdara, BELGRADE Serbia
+381643473886
nevena.stojicic@spiintl.com

Murat Muratoglu
Orman Sokak No:1 Kurucesme
ISTANBUL 34345
+90 212 444 05 02
+90 532 314 14 57
murat.muratoglu@spiintl.com

BELGIUM
Georgina Twiss
Mobile : +39 334 689 12 47
georgina.twiss@spiintl.com
Delphine Brousteau
+33 660 84 20 74
delphine.brousteau@spiintl.com

BRAZIL
Pablo Zehle
+52 1 55 4345 8494
pablo.zehle@spiintl.com

Cherni vrah str. 40, 5th floor.
VARNA 9000
Hristo Panteleev
+359 88 967 3161
hristo.panteleev@spiintl.com

Georgina Twiss
Mobile : +39 334 689 12 47
georgina.twiss@spiintl.com

ROMANIA

Georgina Twiss
Mobile: +39 334 689 12 47
georgina.twiss@spiintl.com

LATIN AMERICA
AND CARIBBEAN

Pablo Zehle
+52 1 55 4345 8494
pablo.zehle@spiintl.comze

Pablo Zehle
+52 1 55 4345 8494
pablo.zehle@spiintl.com

COLOMBIA, VENEZUELA,
ECUADOR AND PANAMA

LUXEMBOURG

Carlos Boshell
+571 642 0068
+57 310 813 9807
cboshell@mbanetworks.tv zehle@
spiintl.com

Georgina Twiss
Mobile: +39 334 689 12 47
georgina.twiss@spiintl.com
Delphine Brousteau
+33 660 84 20 74
delphine.brousteau@spiintl.com

ESTONIA, LATVIA,
& LITHUANIA
Žalioji g.33
Virbališkių km,
LT-53458 KAUNO RAJONAS

PORTUGAL, ITALY,
SCANDINAVIA, SPAIN,
ANGOLA, MOZAMBIQUE,
CAPE VERDE,

Žilvinas Balandis
+37061132927
zilvinas.balandis@spiintl.com

Delphine Brousteau
+33 660 84 20 74
delphine.brousteau@spiintl.com

HUNGARY

ISRAEL

CHILE

Georgina Twiss
Mobile : +39 334 689 12 47
georgina.twiss@spiintl.com

Murat Muratoglu
+90 532 314 14 57
murat.muratoglu@spiintl.com

Borbala Arany
+36 30 414 7766
borbala.arany@spiintl.com

Petr Moravec
+420 602 176 477
petr.moravec@spiintl.com

MARKETING WORLDWIDE
Orman Sokak no: 1
Kurucesme ISTANBUL 34345
TURKEY
Haymi Behar
haymi.behar@spiintl.com

FILMBOX +

Orman Sokak no: 1
Kurucesme ISTANBUL 34345
TURKEY
Haymi Behar
haymi.behar@spiintl.com

Jacek Koskowski
jkoskowski@kinopolska.pl

MIDDLE EAST

Attila Nyeste
+36 20 499 7997
attila.nyeste@spiintl.com

Adrian Gumulák
+420 607 057 016
adrian.gumulak@spiintl.com

Puławska 435A
02-801 WARSAW

Murat Muratoglu
+90 532 314 1457
murat.muratoglu@spiintl.com

Tamas Fulop
+36 204 215 684
tamas.fulop@spiintl.com

Zámocká 3,
811 01 BRATISLAVA

POLAND

GREECE

Róbert Károly krt
96-100 BUDAPEST

Jindřišská 16,
110 00 PRAHA 1

FRANCE
BULGARIA

GERMANY

Filipe Barbosa
+351 935 431 011
filipe.barbosa@spiintl.com

45 Unirii Blv. Bl. E3, Sc4,
Ap. 89, sector 3, BUCHAREST
Alina Tanase
+40 (0) 766 67 78 39
alina.tanase@spiintl.com

RUSSIA

Prospect Marshala Zhukova, 2,
pom. I, kom. 20a,
MOSCOW, 123308,
Murat Muratoğlu
+90 212 444 05 02
+90 532 314 14 57
murat.muratoglu@spiintl.com
Irina Divnogortseva
+ 7 910 442 42 48
irina.divnogortseva@spiintl.com

TURKEY

Orman sokak no: 1
Kurucesme ISTANBUL 34345
Murat Muratoglu
+90 212 444 05 02
+90 532 314 14 57
murat.muratoglu@spiintl.com

UK, IRELAND

Building 3, Chiswick Park
566 Chiswick High Street
LONDON W4 5YA
Georgina Twiss
Mobile: +39 334 689 12 47
georgina.twiss@spiintl.com

UKRAINE

Of. 73, 36 Belostotskogo str.
Dnepropetrovsk 49098
ТОВ «ВІА МЕДІА»
+38 044 364 94 75
viamedia@viamedia.tv

USA

NETHERLANDS

99 Hudson Street 5th Floor
Suite 524
NEW YORK N.Y. 10013

Georgina Twiss
Mobile : +39 334 6891297
georgina.twiss@spiintl.com

Stacey Sobel
+1 212 673-5103
stacey.sobel@spiintl.com

spiintl . com

